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12th Joint NASA/DARA-DLR
Life Sciences Working Group Meeting
NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
October 26 and 27, 1994
Welcome and Introductory Remarks
The 12th NASNDARA-DLR Life Sciences Working Group Meeting was held at
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC), Moffett Field, California, October 26 and
27, 1994. Dr. Ronald J. White, chairman of the NASA delegation and Senior
Program Scientist of the Life and Biomedical Sciences and Applications
Division, welcomed both delegations and introduced Dr. Gunter Ruyters as the
Head of Section Life Sciences at DARA and chairman of the German
delegation.
The agenda for the present meeting (Enclosure 1) was discussed and there
were no amendments. Action items from the meeting in Potsdam were
reviewed.
German Life Sciences Status Report
Dr. Ruyters presented (Enclosure 2) an update of the new organization of DARA
and the German Life Sciences Program. The program is shifting from a
descriptive way of doing science toward a more in depth analysis of the effects
of the space environment on living systems. The focal points of the scientific
research areas are physiology and work on Bioregenerative Life Support
Systems, with more funding being allocated to the Gravitational Biology and
Radiation Health Programs due to the work being done in the Specialized
Centers of Research and Training (SCORTS). Dr. Ruyters cited statistics
showing that more than 50% of all of the German experiments in space have
been flown in the last two and a half years. This same trend in flight rate is seen
in the NASA Life Sciences Program. He expressed concern that: (1) a gap
exists in flight opportunities between EuroMir '94 and '95, and Neurolab '98;
and (2) DARA is lacking expertise in the musculoskeletal and human factors
areas. Dr. Ruyters provided insight on DARA's considerations for Space
Station hardware development and expressed interest in developing MEDEX
as the German part of the joint French/German CARDIOLAB and an aquatic
research facility. Budget figures for the Life Sciences Program show a decline
for the future, but it has been requested that funding for the basic flight and
science programs be kept constant.
NASA Life Sciences Status Report
Dr. Joan Vernikos, Director of the Life and Biomedical Sciences and
Applications Division, presented an overview of the new structural organization
of the Life Sciences Division (Enclosure 3). She outlined a new structure for all
of the Division's activities by placing each activity into one of only three
research areas: gravitational research, environmental research, and life support
research. The overall budget for the Division indicates an estimated 13%
decrease in funding from 1994 to 1995. Dr. Vernikos noted, however, that the
cost of facility development is increasing, and that this is responsible for the
budget increases. In an outline of the Orbital Research program, Dr. Vernikos
briefly described the status of near term missions, including the Life and
Microgravity Sciences (LMS) mission, Bion 11 and 12, the Shuttle/MIR
Program, and International Space Station Alpha (ISSA). In addressing ISSA,
she remarked on the unique opportunity that ISSA will provide to integrate
cellular, animal, plant, and human programs. Dr. Vernikos concluded her
presentation by speaking about programmatic objectives and applications of
technology that have had their roots formed at NASA and in the Life Sciences
Programs. She pointed out that the main objectives of the Division are to
"spread the word and improve the quality" of Life Sciences and to that end,
improve the quality of life on Earth from what is learned through our programs.
Centers of Excellence Session
• Radiation Health - Directors' Reports
Dr. Aloke Chatterjee, Director of the Radiation Health NASA Specialized Center
of Research and Training (NSCORT) at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)
and Dr. Ji3rgen Kiefer, Director of the Radiation Health German SCORT at
Giel]en, briefed the delegations on the highlights of the Radiation Programs at
their respective Centers (Enclosures 4 and 5). They reported that there would
be an exchange of investigators and students between the two Centers which in
turn would provide for a good interchange of scientific ideas between the two
agencies. Drs. Chatterjee and Kiefer outlined the major focuses of the research
projects currently being done in the SCORTs with an emphasis on repair
mechanisms and mutations in cells.
• Integrated Physiology- Overview
In a brief summary, Dr. Gunnar Blomqvist of the Integrated Physiology NSCORT
at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, outlined the
organization of the program and described its overall theme as "the biology of
disuse atrophy in organ systems." He explained the research currently being
done in the NSCORT as well as plans for future studies. A proposal to the
university for an integrated physiology training program is in the developmental
stages and a formal application will be made this spring. From this program Dr.
Blomqvist hopes to gain the well-trained physiologists who are needed in the
Life Sciences Programs. The need to bridge areas of research was discussed
and exemplified by the strong presence of musculoskeletal investigators in the
NSCORT but the lack of them in the German Life Sciences Program.
• Overview of Research and Facilities at Ames Research Center
Mr. Kenneth Souza, Associate Director for Life Sciences at ARC, reviewed the
organization of ARC and its four directorates. He cited the specific scientific
thrusts of the Space Directorate as being focused on fundamental aspects of
space biology and medicine encompassing life, Earth, and space. In addition,
he gave an overview of the facilities at ARC.
After the briefing, the German delegation was taken on a tour of the Ames
facility and was given the chance to speak with Project Managers.
Plenary Session
• Neurolab
Dr. Mary Anne Frey presented a report on the current status of the Neurolab
mission (Enclosure 6). She indicated that the strong international cooperation
and integrated peer review processes being implemented for Neurolab might
serve as models for the management of ISSA. She outlined the structure of the
science teams indicating the possible need for a steering committee meeting in
early May 1995 to determine the final investigation list for the mission.
During the presentation Dr. Ruyters expressed two concerns to the group about
the Neurolab mission. Firstly, which agency should develop the Lower Body
Negative Pressure (LBNP) equipment to be used on Neurolab and secondly, he
expressed a desire on the part of DARA to have a German Payload Specialist
assigned to the mission. Dr. White explained that there is a technical issue that
needs to be addressed concerning the development of the LBNP and that it
would be discussed during a December meeting in Cologne, Germany. Dr.
White then discussed the qualifications that will be required to be a Payload
Specialist on Neurolab and stated that crew selection for this mission will follow
the standard NASA procedure. Finally, in a brief statement on the status of the
Closed Equilibrated Biological Aquatic System (CEBAS), Dr. Ruyters reported
that sample distribution plans were being worked.
• Shuttle/MIR Program
Dr. Victor Schneider, US/MIR Program Scientist, gave an update on the
Shuttle/MIR Program. He described the two-part phase (1A and 1B) of the
mission and outlined overall priorities. He explained that phase 1A is a
cooperative program with the Russians where there is no financial exchange
but there are joint research proposals. Use of MIR for phase 1B, however,
requires the U.S. to pay $400 million to Russia over four years. Only scientists
from Johnson Space Center (JSC) were eligible to compete in phase 1A
(because of tight time constraints) and 23 of 26 of their proposals were selected
for definition and possible flight. The launch date of the Spektr module has
slipped and because of this the science to be done on MIR has not been
defined at this time. It is now possible that a U.S. astronaut could be on MIR
without the benefit of research equipment for most of the mission. Concem was
expressed that Russian cosmonauts might not be available as research
subjects on the phase 1B missions.
Mr. Tad Savage of NASA ARC spoke briefly on the Shuttle/MIR Program. He
reported that a team will be sent to Moscow to determine if the scientific
objectives of the Russians are comparable to those of the U.S. He also pointed
out that NASA wants to have the Biorack available for use on three of the MIR
missions, but for this to happen there needs to be a reprioritization of mission
goals because currently the Biorack is not officially manifested for MIR. Also
under consideration is having Spacehab flown instead of the Spacelab, in
which case, the Biorack design will have to be reconfigured appropriately.
• MIR '96 Mission
Dr. Ruyters presented a broad review of the cooperative German/Russian MIR
'96 mission which will concentrate on human physiology investigations
(Enclosure 7). He addressed the logistical concern of transport to and from MIR
for the German astronaut by outlining alternative ways of proceeding, including
possible transport on the Shuttle. It was thought that any opportunity for NASA
to obtain data from long-term investigations through cooperative agreements
should be pursued.
• "New" Spacelab Mission
Dr. Victor Schneider briefly reported on the status of the LMS mission and gave
some insight into the hardware currently being developed. During the
presentation, Dr. Ruyters noted there are rumors that the cartridges for the
Advanced Gradient Heating Furnace (AGHF) were not working well and
probably will not be ready for the mission. He brought this to the attention of the
NASA delegation in light of the restructuring of the Slow Rotating Centrifuge
Microscope (NIZEMI) which can be used if the AGHF is unavailable. Interest
was expressed from the NASA side for having the NIZEMI integrated into the
ISSA Gravitational Biology Facility (GBF); DARA is currently investigating this
possibility at the contractor's site.
• Small Payloads Hardware Status
Ms. Joni Richards, Biorack Program Manager, described the status of the
hardware in the Small Payloads Program (Enclosure 8). Extensively discussed
was DARA's CEBAS with talks centering around proposed precursor flights to
Neurolab utilizing the Small Payloads Program to test the flight suitability of the
minimodule. CEBAS is still in the developmental stages and a date for delivery
has not been set.
• Human Factors
Dr. Guy Fogleman, Acting Chief of the Environmental Systems and Technology
Division, presented the current status of the Human Factors Program. He
emphasized the programmatic goal of translating space-based knowledge and
concepts into applied benefits for Earth. The next NASA Research
Announcement (NRA) will include a request for investigations for applied
aspects of Human Factors.
• CO2 Study at DLR
Dr. Mary Anne Frey presented a report on the CO2 studies currently being
undertaken at DLR (Enclosure 9). The study concerns itself with learning the
effects of moderately elevated levels of CO2 on human physiology as well as on
results of science investigations.
Dr. Hans Wegmann of DLR presented the current levels of CO2 and 02 on MIR
and indicated that they were in the high range. Dr. Charles Wade of NASA ARC
told the group that no changes in total body weight of animals subjected to
higher levels of CO2 have been noted. However, at 2% CO2 the lungs of rats
are heavier and the femur is lighter.
• International Plant Space Research Plan
On behalf of the Life Sciences Program, Dr. Tom Scott a Senior Scientist for
NASA, proposed the initiation of a cooperative assembly of partner agencies
interested in an exchange of ideas among plant researchers on an international
level. Because this area of research is noncontroversial and well focused, it is
thought that it will meet with success. NASA proposed this to DARA first
because of the German agency's extensive interest and experience in the area
of plant gravitational biology.
• Data Archive Status and Plans
Dr. White briefed the delegations on the uses and status of the Data Archive
and Spaceline (Enclosure 10). He invited DARA and the German scientific
community to contribute to and access the Archive when it is open for public use
in late 1995. Dr. White also called on DARA to be responsible for putting
together CD-ROMs of Life Sciences missions that they take the lead for and to
make them available in the Data Archive.
• Cardiolab
Dr. Ruyters gave a presentation on Cardiolab, a cardiovascular research facility
jointly being developed by DARA and CNES for use aboard ISSA
(Enclosure 11). He indicated that DARA may be interested in having Cardiolab
implemented into NASA's Human Research Facility (HRF). (A NASA working
group will define what types of equipment will be going into racks of the HRF.)
• Closing Discussion
The 12th Joint NASA/DARA-DLR Life Sciences Program Working Group
Meeting concluded with a review of the general action items, and an overall
summary of the meeting was given by Dr. White. Members of both delegations
commented on the amiable and productive work environment. The meeting
was then adjourned.
General Action Items :
. DARA is developing a calendar of Life Sciences activities which will list
technology and science breakthroughs. DARA will send a copy to NASA.
(DARA)
. Provide to DARA one pagers detailing NASA Life Sciences Earth
benefits. (NASA)
. It was proposed that DARA organize a review of their Radiation SCORT
some time in the next year. This will be a topic for discussion at the next
NASNDARA meeting. (DARA-DLR)
. Dr. Ruyters asked whether the list of hardware available from ESA and
CNES for use on MIR included a list of German hardware as well. Drs.
White and Schneider will look into this. (NASA)
. With respect to MIR '96, it has been proposed by DARA that a German
astronaut return from MIR on a U.S. shuttle. Dr. White suggested that
DARA think about how it wants to phrase the formal invitation to NASA.
Subsequently, NASA will take the proposal into account. (DARA, NASA)
. Dr. Schneider will provide a list of U.S. hardware that may go to MIR for
use by German scientists. (NASA)
. NASA will prepare the necessary paperwork to include German
hardware in the next NRA. (NASA)
. Mr. Souza will provide a template of dates for reviews and other
milestones to enable DARA to assess the feasibility of the CEBAS
minimodule being delivered for a precursor flight in 1997. (NASA)
. Develop a proposal for DARA inviting its participation in the development
of an International Plant Space Research Plan. (NASA)
10. Jointly examine the possibility of putting the underutilized NIZEMI into a
configuration with the Gravitational Biology Facility (GBF).
(NASA, DARA)
11. Provide to NASA a description of the planned hardware elements that
will go into Cardiolab. (DARA)
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Wfdnesday.
9:00 am
9:15
9:45
10:15
10:30
12:30 pm
2:00
5:00
6:00
12th Joint NASA/DARA-DLR
LIFE SCIENCES WORKING GROUP MEETING
Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California
October 26-27, 1994
October 26
AGENDA
Welcome and Introductory Remarks
• Discussion of Agenda
• Review of Minutes/Action Items
Status Report: German Life Sciences
Status Report: NASA Life Sciences
Coffee Break
Centers of Excellence Session
• Radiation Health - Directors' Reports
• Integrated Physiology - Overview
Lunch
Overview of Research and Facilities at
Ames Research Center
Adjourn
Dinner
NASA/DARA
DARA
NASA
DARA/NASA
NASA
NASA
Thursday. October 27
9:00 am Plenary Session
Flight Activities
• Neurolab
• Shuttle/MIR Program
• MIR '96 Mission
10:30
10:45
12:00 pm
1:00
° "New" Spacelab Mission
• Small Payloads Hardware Status
Coffee Break
Plenary Session (continued)
• CO2 Study at DLR
• Human Factors
• International Plant Space Research
Plan
• Data Archive Status and Plans
Closing Discussion and Actions
Adjourn/Lunch
NASA
NASA
DARA
NASA
NASA/DARA
NASA/DARA
NASA/I)ARA
NASA
NASA
DARA/NASA
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RESEARCH UNDER SPACE CONDITIONS - LIFE SCIENCES
- PLANNED FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS -
MIR '92-E:
(Jan-April '94)
TEXUS 32
(May '94)
IML-2:
(June '94)
EUROMIR '94:
(Oct. '94)
EUROMIR '95:
(Aug-Dec '95)
SL$...4 NEUROLAB:
(Mar '98)
4 experiments in Human Physiology
2 experiments in Gravitational Biology
6 experiments in Gravitational Biology
(DARA NIZEMI)
3 experiments in Radiation Biology
(ESA Biorack, DLR Biostack)
3 experiments in Bioprocessing
(protein crystallization in ESA APCF}
9 experiments in Human Physiology
2 experiments in Radiation Biology
4 experiments in Human Physiology
2 experiments in Radiation Biology
1 experiment in Human Physiology
2 experiments in Gravitational Biology
In addition, experiments are planned or under consideration in cooperation
with NASA In the Shuttle middeck (Small Payload Program) or Spacelab, in
cooperation with CNES on MIR (e.g. the French Russian Cassiop6e mission in
1996). Also, the Bremen Drop Tower, the TEXUS Sounding Rocket Program
and Russian Reentry Satellites will be utilized for realizing the goals of the LIFE
SCIENCES PROGRAM.
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Exemplary results of basic and applied research:
Spin-offs within the program LIFE SCIENCES
Science
In the field of vestibular physiology:
new concepts on the mechanisms of the caloric nystagmus-and the
vestibulo-ocular reflex;
important for development of diagnosis and therapy of balance diseases
In the field of cardiovascular function:
new ideas on the regulatory principles of fluid distribution;
important for shock and trauma therapy, post-operational treatment and
oedema prevention
In the field of bone and muscle physiology:
new understanding of turnover regulation
important for therapy of muscle atrophy and osteoporosis
In the field of cell biology:
demonstration of gravity effects on single cells;
important for the understanding of immune system function and
demineralization processes in the bone
essential improvements for the understanding of signal -transduction -
chains by new results about the role of the cytoskeleton
In the field of hormone system physiology:
elucidation of the role of the pepUde hormone urodilatin for regulation of
water and mineral excretion;
important for post-operational renal function stabilization
In the field of radiation protection:
dosimetric detection of cosmic radiation and elucidation of the effects on
organisms
Exemplary results of basic and applied research:
Spin-offs within the program LIFE SCIENCES
Technology
Tissue thickness and tissue compliance measurement system:
alre_ady in research and clinical application; surveillance of oedema
disposition ; oedema prevention in high altitude working personal
Self-tonometer for quick-look intraocular pressure monitoring e.g. in
glaucoma patients:
ready for industrial production
Mobile impedance cardiograph for monitoring basic cardiovascular
parameters:
important in pre-operational preparation; diagnosis in labour-, social-, and
sports-medicine
Mobile vestibular laboratory:
application for diagnosis of orientational and vestibular dysfunction
Carbondioxid-absorption with lithiumhydroxid:
developed for space station, application in submarines, isolation
environments etc.
Oxygen sensor for monitoring environmental air concentration:
developed for space station, application in submarines, isolation
environments etc.
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NSCORT BASIC A_D RESEARCH
1. Fluence Dosimetry, Track Structure,
and Calculations of Initial DNA
Damage.
2. Enzymatic Repair Processes in
Human and Rodent Cells.
3. Mutagenesis in Human and Rodent
Cells.
4. Epithelial Cell Transformation and
Carcinogenesis.
5. Helium-Ion-Induced Human Catarac-
togenesls.
6 integration of Research Human-__ • to.
:_ Risk Assessment.
TRAINING AND RESEARCH
IN
TRACK STRUCTURE EFFECTS
/
Cr_s Mar_m ($Uda._
Tom Borak (CSU)
w_ ndk7 (LBL)
Alol_ Ckw_rJa (LgL)
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ENZYMATIC REPAIR
PROCESSES
IN
HUMAN AND RODENT CELLS
Priscilla Cooper (LBL)
Bjorn Rydberg (LBL)
Bijon Fouladi (StudenO -
Markus Lobrich
(German-SCORT)
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•MUTAGENESIS
IN HUMAN AND
RODENT CELLS
A3,1Y KRONENBERG (LBL)
CHARLES WALDREN (CSU)
HBE
ACP
FTH
APG.A1
Complex Rearrangements HZE (Fe)
55 31 2 13 1.5 0.5
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Summary
• Linkage constraints to essential genes can
reduce the recovery of viable Fe-induced
mutations by a factor of 50 within the same
cell type.
• Fe particles can induce very complex
rearrangements.
• Complex rearrangements where the
centromere is apparently missing, must be
translocations.
• There are also a few simple mutants with
large deletions including the centromere that
are likely translocations.
• For the same locus, hprt, Fe particles are
about four times more efficient in producing
mutants than x-rays.
•EPITHELIAL CELL
TRANSFORMATION AND
CARCINOGENESIS
Mary Helen Barcellos-Hoff(LBL)
E. J. Ehrhart (Student)
Edward Gillette (CSU)
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PROTEINS
Tenacin developmentally regulated
and found in association
with malignant carcinoma
(This protein is induced)
Laminan - it is a basement membrane
protein and it is important
in initiating differentiation.
(This protein is degraded)
TGFB - is involved in normal tissue
growth, proliferation and
differentiation; it is supposed
to be involved in mediating
carcinogenesis.
(This protein is activated)
RIS K ESTIMATION
FOR
RADIATION INDUCED
CARCINOGENESIS
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LET Z*"/_" rp o'i o'., _,,/¢_
(H,.O)
(_,ev/t,_) (_,_) (_-) (lO-_m 2) (lO-b
O
Ne
Ca
Ti
Ni
Xe
Au
Pb
U
1.9
8.2
I0.8
400.O
l.i
8.9
10.6
10.7
12.0
14.4
14.1
4.4
14.8
5.3
9.0
14.6
160
400
650
10.6
2.2
8.8
11.5
15.6
200
500
I000
750 11455 0.18 72__ 5 10.!± 0.4 1.4- 0.1
311 3394 2.2 50-- 4 20.0- 4.0 4.0-'__ 0.8
2.55 2641 3.5 52-- 3 8.8 = i.i 1.66'- 0.3
19.2 125 1633.4 i± 0.I 0.15= 0.01 1.4-' 0.2
494 5466 1.98 45± 4 21.3± 3.0 4.75--__I.i
448 4821 2.5 48'----5 4.6= 1.8 0.95= 0.5
395 4105 3.4 51± 3 15.1-- 6.0 2.93= 1.3
392 4070 3.5 53± 4 18.i= 1.7 3.4--0.6
360 3665 4.2 42± 3 15.0= 5.5 3.5± 1.3
310 3108 5.7 31± 4 6.1____.2, 1.95____.0.9
1164 11510 5.5 46& 7 7.0± 0.4" 1.5:_ 0.25
2544 31538 0.76 54± 3 14.0± 1.0 2.6± 0.3
1341 13133 6.0 50± 6 8.6= 1.6 1.7± 0.38
3377 40270 1.0 61___6 9.1= 0.8 1.5= 0.3
2673 28620 2.6 65± 2 8.3: 1.2 1.3= O.IS "
2055 "20197 5.9 87= 5 5.7= 1.8 0.65= 0.05
406 2884 344 50:2 5.9± 1.1 1.14__. 0.27
235 1535 1633 35± 3 5.0= 0.5 1.4± 0.28
180 3729 34± I 6.6= 0.8 2.0= 0.3
6661 69282 3.4 70" 12.0± 2.5 1.7= 0.36
13195 193900 0.24 57± 2 4.1= 0.7 0.7- 0.2
11673 125771 2.48 90± 6 8.3: 2.t 0.9± 0.3
11428 117136 3.9 8.7= 0.6
10399 101074 r..! _..+_S 9.2= 2.6 1.I± 0.33
2590 503 93± 6 12.6±2.6 1.4= 0.38
1630 2387 85 .-_ 3 7.6 --,2.4 0.9_-' 0.31
1318 7755 63± 2 8.3 ±1.8 1.3± 0.33
5.1 15166 183547 0.95 714- 5 15.0± 2.0 2.1± 0.37
10.6 13494 140359 3.4 105± I0 8.5± 1.5 0.8= 0.16
14.1 12494 123515 5.5 90± 9 4.5± 2.0 0.5--, 0.20
X-ray 300 kV 3.1 = 0.4
a - particl_ 163 _,2± 2 !1.9'- 0.8 2.8= 0.2
Table I: Heavy ion physical data and cross sections for mutation, inactivation and mutagenicky
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PREFACE
The radiation field in space constitutes undoubtedly an important and largely unavoid-
able danger to astronauts. Its composition is vastly different from situations encountered
on earth, not only in quantitative but above all also in qualitative terms. The possible
danger related to this situation was not always realised in the early days since other prob-
lems appeared to be more imminent. With the technical developments achieved today
which reduced the probabilities of technical failure and made space travel safer it was
brought again to the attention of a wider part of the space community. Particularly with
long term missions in outer space, e. g. to Mars or the installation of a lunar station,
serious consideration about possible radiation hazards are in place. This was also realised
by NASA when they sent out an "Announcement of Opportunity" in 1991 to establish
"NASA Specialized Centers" in the field of "Radiation Health". The competition was
world-wide. From Germany a consortium formed of the DLR KSln, GSI Darmstadt and
the Universities of Siegen and Giessen applied with the "Strahlenzentrum der Justus-
Liebig- UniversitSt Giessen" as the core institution. After a number of stages of peer
reviews and a site visit by an international team of leading experts in the field NASA
announced in fall 1991 that two institutions were selected, namely LBL Berkeley and the
German consortium. Since according to bilateral agreements NASA does not finance cen-
tres in Germany negotiations had to be started with the German Space Agency DARA to
support the planned activities. They were not always easy but in the end a way was found
and the German centre was able to start its work by the beginning of 1993. It is not only
my obligation but also my personal desire to thank at this place all the partners in the
proceedings for their understanding and endurance to bring this adventure which did not
have any precedence to a success. With this first report of the scientific activities in 1993
and the first half of 1994 we want to demonstrate what was started and to a certain extent
already achieved. It marks only a beginning and a promise how to go on. The German
SCORT differs from its American counterpart since it is only the rather loose cooperation
of dedicated groups without a firm institutional framework. The driving force is the desire
to bring together the expertise of a number of groups to solve scientific problems without
formal requirements to cooperate. Its success rests entirely on the good-will and the spirit
of the contributing groups but I feel that this is how it really should be. The German
SCORT is thus a scientific "love affair" - not a bad starting point, I think.
The scientific activities are exclusively centred on ground-based research which does,
however, not exclude that the groups also participate in space missions but this is not part
of the centre. Because of the special nature of the radiation field in space experiments
with heavy ions play a decisive role. We are very happy that we have access to the
accelerators at GSI, and that this institution agreed to support the work of the German
SCORT which is also documented by the fact that G. Kraft who heads the Biophysics
group at GSI is a member of our committee. The long-standing experience of the DLR
KSln in space experiments links our "theoretical" work with the "real" world out in space.
The more basic questions in physical fundamentals are represented by W. Heinrich of
the University of Siegen. Since the carcinogenic action of radiation is one of the urgent
problems it appears to be very fortunate that we have also one of the leading experts for
oncogenes in our team, namely F. Anders of the University of Giessen who believed already
in oncogenes when they were not as fashionable as they are today. The Biophysics Group
of the University of Giessen will support the work in the fields of radiation mutagenesis
and theoretical models.
As said above, work has just start.ed and future will show how far we can get. The close
contact with our American sister institution and the German space agency DARA is not
only gratefully acknowledged but constitutes a permanent stimulus. Already in the past
eighteen months we felt that the establishment of a centre like this attracts promising
young students to the field, and this is the greatest capital we have. The initiative of
NASA and the support of the other agencies and people mentioned above have done an
important service to space research in particular and to science as a whole for which
everybody involved deserves our thanks. Starting and continuation, however, would not
have been possible without the help of many individuals who contributed in numerous ways
- the participating groups and their heads, the administrations at the different places and
here in Giessen my students and colleagues who spent a number of nights to bring the
originally rather bizarre idea into its final shape.
The contributions of this report are under the responsibility of the authors. Much
of the work is yet unpublished and should only be quoted after consultation with the
respective persons. For the preparation of the present volume I should like to thank all
contributors and for the final compilation and layout my coworkers Ralf Egenolf and Uwe
StoU and my secretary Inn AUendSrfer who never looses her good mood even if I get
nervous.
Giessen, July 1994 J. Kiefer
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1 PROTON-INDUCED FRAGMENTATION OF
CARBON AT ENERGIES BELOW 100 MeV
M. Schmitz, T. Streibel, H. RScher, J. Dreute, S.E. Hirzebruch, G.
Hfintrup and W. Heinrich
Scientific Objectives
Radiation effects caused by single cosmic ray particles have been studied for many years
in radiobiological experiments for different biological objects and biological end-points.
Additionally, single event effects in microelectronic devices have gained large interest.
There are two fundamental mechanisms by which a single particle can cause radiation
effects. On the one hand, a cosmic ray ion with high linear energy transfer can deposit
a high dose along its path. On the other hand, in a nuclear collision, a high dose can be
deposited by short range particles emitted from the target nucleus. In low earth orbits a
large contribution to target fragmentation events originates from trapped protons which
are encountered in the South Atlantic Anomaly. These protons have energies up to a few
hundred MeV.
We study the fragmentation of C, 0 and Si nuclei - the target nuclei of biological ma-
terial and microelectronic devices - in nuclear collisions. Our aim is to measure production
cross sections, energy spectra, emission directions and charge correlations of the emitted
fragments. The present knowledge concerning these data is rather poor. M. Alurraide et
al. [1] have calculated cross sections and average energies of fragments produced from Si
using the cascade-evaporation model. D.M. Ngo et al. [2] have used the semiempirical
cross section formula of Silberberg and Tsao [3] to calculate fragment yields and the sta-
tistical model of Goldhaber [4] to describe the reaction kinematics. Cross sections used
in these models have uncertainties within a factor of two. Our data will help to test and
improve existing models especially for energies below 300 MeV/nucleon. Charge correla-
tions of fragments emitted in the same interaction are of particular importance, since high
doses can be deposited if more than one heavy fragment with a short range is produced.
Experimental Method
The experiments are performed in inverse kinematics, using C, 0 and Si projectiles of the
GSI SIS accelerator with energies of about 100 MeV/nucleon in combination with C and
CH2 targets. Thus the projectile fragments have energies which are sufficiently high to
allow them to escape from the target. They move within a cone into forward direction.
The incoming projectiles and outgoing fragments are measured using CR-39 plastic nu-
clear track detectors. These are mounted upstream and downstream the target. In our
experiments we measure the charges and the emission angles of the fragments. Based
on these data fragmentation cross sections and transverse momenta can be determined
including all fragments with Z _> 2. From the results for C and CH_ targets the interac-
tion characteristics for collisions with H target are derived. Results with high statistical
significance can be achieved based on completely computerized track measurements of the
etch cones in the detector foils [5].
II °
O.
Z == 10
range [/_m]
Figure I: Track sizeas a functionof residualrange for Ne projectilesand projectile
fragmentsproduced in a CH_ target.The tracksizeismeasured by the ratiooftracketch
rateVT to bulk etch ratevB.
Status of the Experiments:
Beam time for these experimentshas been approved by the GSI Experiment- ausschuB.
Exposures of our experimentalsetupswillbe performed in cave A of the SIS when the
appropriatebeams axe scheduled. This willbe frequentlythe case for C and O beams,
sincetheseionsaxe used in the GSI therapyproject.
To develop the experimentaltechniquewe have startedthe investigationsin 1993 with
a prototype experiment exposed to 65 MeV/nucleon Ne ions. Fragments with charges
between 2 and 9 and penetratingprojectilenucleiwith charge 10 have been measured
behind the target.The trajectoriesoftheseparticleshave been reconstructedthrough the
CR-39 stack.In figureI the measured tracksizeforthe individualetchcones isshown as
a functionof the residualrange ofthe particles.These resultshow that chargeresolution
is excellent.The fragment production cross sectionscan be determined based on the
fragment yields.Transversemomenta can be deduced from the anglesof the fragments"
trajectoriesin relationto the beam direction.
Recently (end of May 1994) a C beam of 80 MeV/nucleon was avaJlable.We have
exposed 10 stackswith CH_ targetand 6 stackswith C targetto the beam. The analysisof
thesestackswillprovidecrosssectionsand transversemomenta with reasonablestatistical
significance for the fragmentation of C nuclei hit by a 80 MeV proton.
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2 DOSIMETRY OF HEAVY IONS BY USE OF CCD
DETECTORS
J.U. Schott
ABSTRACT
The design and the atomic composition of Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) make them
unique for investigations of single energetic particle events. As detector system for ionizing
paxtides they detect single particles with local resolution and near real time particle
tracking. In combination with its properties as optical sensor, particle transversals of single
particles are to be correlated to any objects attached to the light sensitive surface of the
sensor by simple imaging of their shadow and subsequent image analysis of both, optical
image and particle effects, observed in affected pixels. With biological objects it is possible
for the first time to investigate effects of single heavy ions in tissue or extinguished organs
of metabolizing (i.e. moving) systems with a local resolution better than 15 microns.
Calibration data for particle detection in CCDs are presented for low energetic protons
and heavy ions.
INTRODUCTION
Typical experiments with single heavy ions in physics and applied sciences make use of
particle track detectors for particle counting, the analysis of its parameters and geometri-
cal correlations of the accumulated particle tracks. Their well fitting into the requirements
of many experiments on earth and in space, easy handling, simple set ups, high efficiency,
high reliability and low cost, enforced the investigation and development of a big vari-
ety of different detector materials and systems. However, the basic electronic and ionic
properties of track forming solids rules out the acquisition of time resolved information,
in general. Except with AgC1 detectors [1], local and temporal data of single particles can
be achieved in extended experimental set ups, only, i.e. [2]. Charge sensitive semicon-
ducting micro devices, arranged as matrix elements on a silicon layer give access to both:
time resolved data from prompt electronic signals or read out sequences, as well as local
information from the position of the responding element. Out of the big variety of high
integrated electronic drcuits like memories and charge sensors, Charge Coupled Devices
(CCDs) combine partide detector qualities with optical sensing, an interesting feature for
applications in many fields with time resolved single particle experiments [3].Easy han-
dling and read out with well established methods of TV techniques and image analysis
together with their high resistance against the environmental factors of space flight makes
them useful for basic radiobiological investigations with metabolizing systems in the space
radiation field. Geometric measurement of particle traversals are simply derived from col-
umn and line numbers of pixels affected. The correlation of particle effects measured in
single pixels with parameters of the particle are to be investigated at accelerators.
DETECTION OF PARTICLES IN CCDs
The use of CCDs for particle detection is based on the detection of charge carriers being
produced by transversing ionizing particles, separated and stored in single pixels, there-
after.
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Figure 1: Experimental set up.
Out of all imaging sensor concepts, CCDs of the frame transfer type guarantee a full
area sensitivity with a clear-cut correlation of the loci of charge production and storage
to the co-ordinates of the read out channels of the pixel matrix.
METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION
In order to simplify the overall instrumentation for the data acquisition of particle detec-
tion and optical imaging, we decided to use standard TV techniques and image analysis.
The response of single pixels of a 1/2" format VALVO sensor type NXA 1011 with 600 x
576 pixels of 10 x 15 pm of size, used in a AQUA camera type HR 600 has been analyzed
with an image analyzing system BM 901. It permits to digitize and store the data of a
sequence of up to 8 full frames with a resolution of 8 bit in real time. Fig. 1 shows the
experimental set up.
For a clear correlation of data measured to the effect of ionizing particles, some mea-
sures have been taken into account:
1.) The exposures are to be limited to the integration phase of one frame (particle
image), only, in order to avoid potential permanent damage of pixels by single high LET
particles or by accumulating effects. A TV synchronized shutter system permits short
particle exposures into one single frame.
2.) In order to discriminate against the response of single pixels due to any other
reason than to actual particle exposure, the particle images have been corrected with
frames (dark images) taken prior to the particle exposure, pixel wise.
3.) In the case of particles with su_ciently high linear energy transfer (LET) and
range, a 100/_m thick cellulose nitrate (CN) foil in front of the CCD has been exposed
together with the particle image for comparison purpose of the pattern of effects on both
systems.
CALIBRATIONS
Exposures have been performed with protons, alpha particles and low energetic heavier
ions at the accelerator of the University of Frankfurt, with heavy ions of medium energy at
Linie Column
610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617 618
324 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0
322 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
318 0 0 30 156 134 48 36 0 0
316 0 2 48 196 161 48 37 0 0
314 2 0 21 128 115 39 17 0 0
312 0 0 0 4 4 0 0 0 0
310 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
308 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 1: Single Event upset in a NXA 1011 charge coupled device caused by an uranium
ion (15 MeV/u). Numbers give the 8 bit digitized read out of the pixel elements of the
corrected matrix.
GSI, and at GANIL with even higher energies at typical fi,..._s of 104 - 10s particles/cm2s.
The particle exposures result in bright dots on the screen. On the digitized image one
or more pixels show significantly higher amplitudes than the average of all. Table 1 shows
an event from an uranium ion of 15 MeV/u in an 8 bit-digitized half image. The low
background is due to a correction of the pixel matrix with an dark image taken before
particle exposure.
A quantitative evaluation of the particle frames is managed by a software package.
Using an iterative process, it determines the background in the pixel matrix as the mean
of those pixels obviously not belonging to a particle event, and it detects pixels with values
being significantly higher than the calculated background. Neighbouring detected pixel
elements are put together as particle event. Thereafter a statistical evaluation is performed
with respect to individual parameters of the event [4]. In a first step, the mean value of
the sum of all pixel elements of each event has been plotted as signal/event against the
LET of the particle. In order to exclude noise contributions of sin _te pixel elements, events
with a dimension of less than 2 pixel elements along a TV-line z,_ve been eliminated.
Fig. 2 shows spectra of particle events with more than one responding pixel as function
of the contribution of all corresponding pixels from protons of different energy and 0.5
MeV/n argon ions. Fig. 3 shows the response of low energetic particles (< 5 MeV/n) in
one of the tested CCDs at normal incidence against LET.
DISCUSSION
Assuming, that the effect of charged particles is based on ionization and charge separation.
only (damage on the semiconducting matrix, the insulation layers and dynamic effects
being neglected), the pixel elements should show a linear response over a broad range of
LET. Its lower limitation is given by the reset noise of thermal electrons and corresponds
to a particle LET of about 6 MeV cm_/g at room temperature. The upper limit is given
by the storage capacity for electrons at an LET of some 104 MeV cm2/g.
For low energetic heavy ions, the linearity of the response with LET seems to be
reasonable. However, from recent exposures with high energetic heavy ions, we have
reason to doubt, that the radiation effects can be described by the LET of the particle.
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only. First evaluations of exposures with Xe ions of 40 and 400 MeV/u at GANIL and
SIS at GSI show a reduced response.
The local resolution for low ionizing particles with an one or two pixei .sponse is
limited to the pixel size of 10 x 15/_m. For high LET particles, forming e',,ats of big
clusters of responding pixels, a better resolution is to be expected from an analysis of
its charge distribution, in spite of some limitations due to structural inhomogenity of the
CCD matrix [bJ.
The time resolution is limited by the integration phase of the CCD to 20 ms, accord-
ing to the instrumentation with standard TV equipment. Leaving standards, it can be
increased by orders of magnitude [6].
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown, that CCDs can be used as time resolving detector for ionizing particles
with high local resolution. Low energetic particles show a fairly linear response with LET.
For the determination of high energetic particles a new concept is under development. It
makes use of the angular distribution of electrons, being ejected out of a thin foil at a
short distance on top of the sensors surface and detected in pixels in the vicinity of the
particle trajectory. Easy read out, data analysis and high resistivity against mechanical
stress factors makes these devices suitable for single particle dosimetry on ground as well
as in space environments. For the EUROMIR'95 mission a telescopic device of CCDs
for the detection of charged particles inside the spacecraft has been accepted, adequate
hardware and software is under development. Together with their optical properties as
image sensor, radiobiological investigations of single particle effects in microscopic targets
with individual track correlation can be extended to metabolizing {moving) biological
objects for the first time [7].
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3 ESTIMATION OF SPATIALLY RESTRICTED LET
USING TRACK STRUCTURE MODELS
J. Kiefer
The spatial distribution of energy deposition is an important determinant in the for-
mation of biologically significant lesions. It has been widely realized that Linear Energy
Transfer (LET) being an average quantity is not sufficient to describe the situation at a
submicroscopic scale. To remedy this to some extent "energy-cut-off" values are some-
times used but since they are related to secondary electron energy and only indirectly
to their range they are also not adequate although they may be easily calculated (ICRU
1970). "Range-restricted LET" appears to be better but its determination is usually quite
involved. Xapsos (1992) suggested a semi-empirical approximation based on a modified
Bethe-formula which contains a number of assumption which are difficult to verify. A
simpler and easier way is to use existing beam-models which describe energy deposition
around an ions path (see e. g. Kiefer and Kost 1988 and references therein). They all
agree that the energy density (i. e. energy deposited per unit mass) decreases with the
inverse square of the distance from the track centre. This simple dependence can be used
to determine the fraction of total LET which is deposited in a cylinder of a given radius.
As an example our own beam model (Kiefer and Straaten 1986) is used. Energy density
depends on distance x (measured in m) from the track centre according to the formula
_Z °2 1
p = c'_ =_ (1)
where Z ° is the effective ion energy,/3 its velocity relative to that of light in vacuo and x
the distance from the track centre. The coefficient C = 0.78eV/m for water, the energy
density is then given in eV/m 3. Total LET (LEToo) is obtained by integration over all
concentric shells from a lower limit z0 to the penumbra radius zp
LEToo = 2_rcZ__2 / l dz = ^ ,.,Z "2. zpz_c'-_-,n-g- 6 (2)
The lower limit Xo is not defined and is chosen so that the correct LET-value is ob-
talned:
z0 = zpezp(-LET_ _-227r C ) (3)
The range-restricted LET.(r) within a radius r can be calculated in an analogous way
Z .2 r
LET_ = 2,_c--_-l,,_
The fraction f, of total energy deposition within the cylinder is then
I "
fr = LETA n7 o
LEToo l._
This can be rewritten using equ. (3) as
(4
Z*2
"_--, Xp
LETA = 1 - 2rrC-=--==__Ln--
Ll_ l r
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Figure 4:
z'2 the term before the logarithm is independent of ion chargeSince LET scales with -_-
and changes only with its specific energy. As an example figure 1 displays a comparison
between the present theoretical approach and measurements of Wingate and Baum (1976).
It is seen that the differences are quite small and give credence to the calculations.
Within the framework of our beam model equ. (6) can also be written in another form.
Since the penumbra radius zp depends only on the ion specific energy E
zp = 0.0616E 1"7 (7)
it takes the form
Z-2
f_ = 1 - 2_rC (1.71nE - lnr - 4.135) (8)fl2LETo 
which may be easier for some calculations.
The advantage of the here suggested way to determine range restricted LET is not
only the simplicity of calculation but rather more that it starts with a beam model which
is compatible with experimental data. No further assumptions are necessary than the
_-dependence of the energy density -which is well supported by measurements- and the
penumbra extension. The latter, however, is not very critical since it is contained only in
a logarithmic term.
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4 HEAVY ION INDUCED DNA-DSB IN YEAST AND
MAMMALIAN CELLS (STATUS REPORT)
M. L5brich, S. Ikpeme, J. Kiefer
Molecular changes at the DNA are assumed to be the main cause for radiation effects
in a number of orgamisms. During the course of the last decades techniques have been
developed for measuring DNA double-strand breaks (dsb), generally assumed to be the
most critical DNA lesions. The outcome of all those different approaches portray a collec-
tion of data useful for a theoretical description of radiation action mechanisms. However,
in the case of heavy ion induced DNA dsb the picture is not quite clear yet and further
projects and strategies have to be developed.
The biological systems studied in our group are yeast and mammalian cells. While in
the case of yeast ceils technical and methodical reasons highlight these organisms mam-
malian cells reach greater importance when dsb repair studies are performed. In both
types of organisms the technique of pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) is applied, al-
though with different modifications and evaluation procedures mainly due to the different
genome sizes.
Yeast cells
Yeast chromosomes are in the size range that can be resolved by PFGE-technique. After
the gel run the DNA molecules are labelled with the aid of a fluorescent dye, and the
signal is recorded by a CCD camera system. The single bands, representing the different
chromosomes of the yeast strains used, can he quantitated by a dedicated software and the
intensity of the uppermost band, which represents the largest chromosome, can be used for
the determination of the dsb induction frequency. It is assumed in this evaluation proce-
dure that a decreasein band intensityto 37 resembleson averageone break per molecule.
Table I summarizes the resultsofseveralexperimentsperformed at the UNILAC-facility
in Darmstadt. The ionsused were in the LET range of 100 to 11500 keV//_m and had
energiesbetween 3 and 18 MeV/n. _Sofar no experiments with the much fasterionsat
the SIS facilityhave been performed. Figure 1 shows the dsb inductioncrosssectionof
allthe experiments (with yeastand mammalian ceils)as a functionof LET. Clearly,the
crosssectionmad hence the probabilityfordsb inductionrisesforvaluesup to about 300
keV//_m. This region is followed by a plateau in the LET range between 300 and 1500
keV/l_m, while foreven highervaluesthe crosssectionsincreaseagain. This second rise
probably reflectsthe importance of the farreachingdelta-electrons,which buildup the so
called"ion-penumbra". The resultsfitalmostperfectintothepicturewhich was generated
in the lastyearsin our group by means of the sedimentationtechnique.
Mammalian cells
The mammalian chromosomes are too large to be resolved by PFGE technique. In ord,_r
to circumvent this problem the chromosomes are treated with rarely cutting restrictioz_
enzymes prior to electrophoresis. The endonucleases cut the DNA at specific seque_(,.-
yielding for all cells the same restriction pattern which appears after electrophoresis _L.,
a restriction fragment distribution. In the described experiments the enzyme Notl ,,a.,
used which delivered fragments in the size range of about 0.2 to 5 Megabasepalrs ( ._Ibp,
To examine only one single fragment instead of the whole distribution (analogous to _!_.'
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Figure I: DNA-DSB versus LET: boxes: PFGE (Yeast),open circles:Sedimentation
(Yeast),x: PFGE (Mammalian cells).
Table 1: Cross-sectionsfor DNA-
DSB for various ions, measured
by means of pulsed-fieldgel elec-
trophoresis.
Ion Energy LET ad,b RBE
MeV/u keV//zm /zm _
C 18 100 0.3 2.3
- 3.4 330 0.4 0.9
O 10.7 256 0.4 1.3
8 316 0.6 1.6
2.9 604 0.7 0.9
Ne 15 306 0.6 1.5
14.4 316 0.6 1.5
Ar 5.7 1650 1.1 0.5
Kr 11.2 1600 1.1 0.2
Ni 12.1 2280 1.0 0.3
Xe 14 5980 4.9 0.6
14 5980 3.3 0.4
Au 11.7 10980 4.9 0.3
9.3 11600 4.2 0.3
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L
Ion Energy LET adsb RBE % %
MeV/u keV/#m #m remaining remaining
(PFGE) (Elution)
(X-ray) 0.3 - 1 32 15
Ne 425 32 0.034 0.76 41 31
Fe 600 190 0.24 0.48 70 68
ire 400 240 0.16 0.48
Fe 250 350 0.13 0.48
Table 2: Data for DSB-induktion in mammalian cells. Cross-sections are normalized to a
DNA-mass of 109g/mol as in yeast.
situation with yeast cells) the method of "Southern hybridization" with radioactively
labelled "single copy" DNA-probes was applied. Those probes bind to a DNA sequence
which appears only once in the human genome and therefore only on one restriction
fragment. Consequently, the restriction fragment size distribution can be reduced to a
single band by analyzing the radioactive hybridization signal. The decrease of this band
delivers the dsb induction rate analogous to the yeast method.
Experiments for dsb induction have been performed at the BEVALAC facility in Berke-
ley, CA with Ne and Fe ions inside the energy range of 250 to 600 MeV/n with the
corresponding LET values of 30 to 350 keV/_m (see table 2). The relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) for dsb induction was always found to be smaller than unity (com-
pared to X-rays) what could be explained by dsb-"cluster" inside the "ion-core" where an
extremely high energy density occurs. Inside this region close to the ion trajectory the
breaks are induced too close to each other to be resolved as different breaks and hence
counted by all available techniques only as one. Since approximately only have of the
energy is deposited inside the "core" region, the RBE is not expected to decrease below
0.5.
For dsb repair experiments the described method (called PFGE in the table) was
compared with the elution approach that measures only a change in molecular weight and
therefore cannot distinguish between correct and incorrect dsb rejoining events. Since the
PFGE method registers only the correct rejoining and hence the real repair events (since
the band with the correct molecular weight has to reappear after a certain repair time to
contribute to rejoining) the respective values for remaining breaks always lie above the
values for the elution approach (see table 2). As the differences between the two methods
are most significant for sparsely ionizing radiation, mis-repalr events take place in that
case that probably serve as a "llfe-saving" mechanism. The fact that the proportion of
unrepaired/unrejoined breaks increases with LET again reflects most likely the appearance
of dsb-"clusters", since in this case all breaks of a "cluster" have to be rejoined in order
to register a rejoining event.
5 INACTIVATION, DNA DOUBLE STRAND BREAK
INDUCTION AND THEIR REJOINING IN
BACTERIAL CELLS IRRADIATED WITH HEAVY
IONS N95- 32724
M. Sch_fer, H. Zimmermann, C. Schmitz
Besides inactivation one of the major interest in our experiments is to study the primary
damage in the DNA double strand breaks (DSB) after heavy ion irradiation [1]. These
damages lead not only to cell death but also under repair activities to mutations. In
further experiments we have investigated the inactivation with two different strains of
Deinococcus radiodurans (R1, Rec 30) and the induction of DSB as well as the rejoining
of DSB in stationary cells of E. coli (strain B/r) irradiated with radiations of different
quality. In the latter case irradiations were done so that the cell survival was roughly at
the same level. We measured the DSB using the pulse field gelelectrophoresis [2] which
allows to separate between intact (circular) and damaged (linear) DNA. The irradiated
cells were transferred to NB medium and incubated for different times to allow rejoining.
INACTIVATION OF DEINOCOCCUS CELLS
The radiosensitive Deiococcus-mutant Rec 30 differs dinstinctly in the response to sparse-
ley ionizing radiation in comparison to the wildtype D. radiodurans R1 [3]. The inacti-
vation curve after X-irradiation is exponential, whereas the curve of the wildtype has a
broad shoulder [4]. The radiosensitivity of Rec 30 expressed by the slope of the curve is
about 20 times higher as that of the wildtype.
First experiments were made to study the survival of Rec 30 after heavy ion irradiation.
Fig. 1 shows the inactivation curves of Rec 30 after C- and U-irradiation. The calculated
cross sections from the survival curves (table 1) show significant differences in comparison
to the wildtype, where the cross sections were calculated from the exponential part of
the survival curve. In case of heavy ion irradiation we find that the cross sections of
both strains differ by factors (C: 10, U: 2 and 6) that do not correspond with their X-ray
radiosensitivities. After U-irradiation the differences of the obtained cross sections for
the two strains become smaller with decreasing energy of the ion. The same effect was
measured by Baltschukat [5] for different strains of Bacillus subtilis. In comparison to the
inactivation cross sections of E. coli B/r and Bacillus subtilis measured by Sch_fer et al.
[6],[7] the data of Rec 30 fit well to the data of E. coli B/r while the data obtained for D.
radiodurans R1 are similar to those of Bacillus subtilis.
Table 1: Inactivation cross
sections (ai) of D. radiodu-
rans R1 and the mutant Rec
30 after irradiation with C
(11,0 MeV/u) and U (1,7 and
3,4 MeV/u)
Ion
C
U
U
Energy D. radiodurans R1 Rec 30
MeV/u ai/ prn 2 ai/ #m _
11.0 0.026 + 0.004 0.233 + 0.142
1.7 0.616 4- 0.025 1.331 4- 0.448
3.4 0.888 4- 0.128 5.577 4- 0.625
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DSB INDUCTION AND REJOINING OF DSB IN E. COLI CELLS
In order to measure the rejoining kineticsof DSB we can determinethe increaseofintact
DNA in the agaxoseplugsor the decreaseof damaged DNA which isableto move in the
gel.Fig. 2 givesthe scan profilesat some repairtimes demonstrating both the increase
of DNA contentin peak I and the decreasein peak II,respectively.
The resultsdescribedhere (Fig. 3) are based on the analysisof the DNA contentin
the agarose plugs. This method islimitedup to about 60 min because at largertimes
cellgrowing in the nutrientmedium isnot neglectable.For some repairexperiments we
found that the totalamount of DNA decreasescontinuouslyforincreasingtimes. One
possibleexplanationcould be that a number of cellsundergo lysiswhen incubatedin the
NB medium. Therefore,we have determined the amount of DNA relativeto the totai
amount for each sample and plotted as a function of the repair time in Fig. 3. The data
qualitatively show that repair activity is started without any time delay for different ions
varying in their energies and X-rays. Also, we find that the number of breaks rejoined per
time interval] depends on time and is remarkably reduced above 30 rain. From the low
number of experiments it is yet unclear whether the effects could be dependent also on
the radiation quality. In principal, these results correspond to the break rejoining kinetics
in other cell types.
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6 DNA-DSB IN CHO-K1 CELLS INDUCED BY
HEAVY IONS: BREAK REJOINING AND
RESIDUAL DAMAGE (GSI)
G. Taucher-Scholz, J. Heilmann, G. Becher, G. Kraft
DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) are the critical lesions involved in cellular effects of
ionizing radiation. Therefore, the evaluation of DSB induction in mammalian cells after
heavy ion irradiation is an essential task for the assessment of high-LET radiation risk in
space.
Of particlular interest has been the question of how the biological efficiency for the
cellular inactivation endpoint relates to the initial lesions (DSBs) at varying LETs. For cell
killing, an increased Relative Biological Efficiency (RBE) has been determined for high-
LET radiation around 100-200 keV/_m [3]. At higher LET, the RBEs decrease again
to values below one for the very heavy particles. At GSI, DSB-induction was measured
in CHO-K1 cells following irradiation with accelerated particles covering a wide LET
range. The electrophoretic elution of fragmented DNA out of agarose plugs in a constant
electrical field was applied for the detection of DSBs [5]. The fraction of DNA retained
was determined considering the relative intensities of ethidium bromide fluorescence in
the well and in the gel lane. Dose-effect curves were established, from which the RBE for
DSB induction was calculated at a fraction of 0.7 of DNA retained.
RBE values are compiled in fig. 1, together with some literature values included for
comparison. The data show RBEs between one and two up to an LET of 100 keV/pm,
followed by a steady decrease in RBE for higher LET values. In contrast to previously
reported data [2], the yield of DSBs per unit dose does not increase in the LET region
where enhanced cell inactivation is observed. Thus, the cellular endpoint is not related to
induced DSBs directly but may rather depend on the fate of these lesions after processing
in the cell. In order to gain information about the cellular capacity to cope with heavy ion
induced strand breaks, rejoining of DSBs and residual DNA damage after repair incubation
were investigated. For this purpose, CHO cells were incubated for various periods at 37 °C
after irradiation with particle beams. In fig. 2 the effect of an increase in LET for one
particle species is shown. Rejoining is dramatically impaired for the low energetic ions.
The effect of increasing LET for higher Z particles is depicted in fig. 3.
In summary, these rejoining studies are in line with an enhanced severity of the DNA
DSBs at higher LETs, resulting in a decreased repairability of the induced lesions. How-
ever, no information concerning the fidelity of strand breaks rejoining is provided in these
studies. To assess correct rejoining of DNA fragments an experimental system involving
individual DNA hybridization bands has been set up. In preliminary experiments, Sal I
generated DNA fragments of 0.9 Mbp were irradiated with xrays and incubated for repair
However, restitution of the original signals was not observed, probably due to the high
radiation dose necessary for breakage of a fragment of this size. A banding pattern _ith
NotI hybridization signals in a higher MW range (3 Mbp) has been obtained by varyir_g
the electrophoretic conditions and correct rejoining studies will be further developed in
this system.
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Figure I: RBE values for the induction of DNA double strand breaks in mammalian cells.
Own data axe shown (closed symbols), together with resultsfrom others [1,2, 4, 6]
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Figure" 2: Rejoining of DNA double strand breaks in CHO-cells after irradiation with
250kV X-rays (o), 390MeV/u neon-ions (A) and 10 MeV/u neon-ions (O). LETs corre-
spond to 2 keV//zm, 30 keV/#am and 370 keV/_m. With increasing LET, both kinetics
and extent of rejoining decrease.
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-Figure 3: Rejoining of DNA double strand breaks in CHO-cells after irradiation with
250 kV X-rays (o), 7.1 MeV/u argon-ions (1::I)and 8.9 MeV/u gold-ions (A). Initial damage
in all three experiments is equivalent.
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7 CHROMOSOMAL DAMAGE OBSERVED IN FIRST
POSTIRRADIATION METAPHASES OF
REPAIR-PROFICIENT AND-DEFICIENT CELL
LINES N95- 32726
S. Ritter, W. Kraft-Weyrather, K. Fussel, E. Kehr, G. Kraft
Investigation of radiation induced damage in mutant strains of mammalian cells which
show a defect in the rejoining of DNA double strand breaks provides an unique opportunity
to examine the role of double strand breaks and the mechanisms of double strand break
rejoining in the production of chromosome aberrations. This is particularly important,
because there is increasing evidence that the DNA double strand break is the major lesion
responsible for the formation of chromosome aberrations. To address this issue, we studied
the induction of chromosome aberrations in xrs-5 cells, a X-ray sensitive strain of a Chinese
hamster ovary cell line, whida _aws a defect in the rejoining of double strand breaks and
their wild-type parent CHO-_c¢[[-_. Because radiosensitivity depends strongly on cellular
age, the experiments were pe_i_,_:l with synchronous cells.
Both cell lines were synchro_5_ by mitotic shake off and were irradiated in Gl-phase
with 780 MeV/u Au ions (LET; :50 keV/#m) at the SIS, Darmstadt. For comparison an
experiment with 250 kV X-rays was performed. The amount of aberrant cells and aberra-
tions was determined at serial, multiple sampling times following exposure, because recent
experiments have shown that the amount of chromosomal damage varies with sampling
time (2). By the use of the Flourescence-plus-Giemsa technique it was assured that the
analysis of chromosomal damage was restricted to first postirradiation metaphases. After
X-ray exposure xrs-5 cells showed a five fold excess of aberrant cells and a twelve fold
excess of aberrations/cell compared to CHO cells (fig la, b). After high LET radiation
these differences were diminished. The number of aberrant cells was only slightly higher
in xrs-5 cells (fig. lc) and the aberration frequency/cell was only 2 times higher in the
mutant strain compared to the wild-type parent (fig. ld).
Furthermore, the comparison of the aberration types which were induced by densely
and sparsely ionizing radiation in both cell lines showed that in CHO cells the distribution
of aberration types changes as LET increases, but not in xrs-5 cells. In CHO ceils the
number of chromosomal breaks was found to rises from 45% after X-ray exposure to
58cells, another repair-proficient Chinese hamster cell line (3). In xrs-5 cells the frequency
of X-ray induced breaks was higher than in CHO-cells, i.e. 75°£ of all aberrations were
chromosomal breaks, but there was no further increase following Au ion exposure.
Based on these observations as well as on other studies investigating the rejoining
kinetics of radiation induced DNA strand breaks it is evident that X-ray induced lesions
are repaired with a high efficiency in ClIO cells and only a small amount of these lesions
appears cytogenetically as aberrations. In xrs-5 cells however, which show a defect in
DNA double strand repairsimilardoses of X-rays resultin a much highernumber of
aberrant cellsand aberrations/cellas shown infig.1 indicatingthat DNA double strand
breaks are causalin the productionofchromosome aberrations.When the wild-typecells
and the mutant cellsare exposed to high LET radiationthesedifferencesin the amount
of chromosomal damage are diminished. Probably, even for repair-proficientcellsthe
lesionsinduced by densely ionizingradiationare more severeand lessrejoinablethan
those induced by sparselyionizingradiation.Moreover, denselyionizingradiationseems
to inactivatethe mechanisms, which are responsiblefor the formationof exchange type
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FigureI: Frequency ofaberrantcellsand aberrations/cellinduced in Istgeneration'CHO-
KI (open symbols) and xrs-5cells(closedsymbols) by X-rays and 780 MeV/u Au ions.
Cellswere irradiatedin Grphase and chromosomal damage was investigatedat several
sampling timesfollowingexposure.The contributionofeach sample tothe overalldamage
was considered(fordetailssee(3))and the compiled data were plotted.
aberrationsin CHO cells.In xrs-5cellshowever, theseprocessesare probably not present
or work lessefficiently,because there was no increasein the frequencyof chromosomaJ
brea_s among the totalnumber of aberrationswith LET.
Furtherexperiments are inprogressto investigatein both celllinesthe dependence of
the pattern of radiation induced cytogenetical daxnage from radiation quality.
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8 MUTATION INDUCTION IN BACTERIA AFTER
HEAVY ION IRI_ADIATION N95- 32727
G. Horneck and S. _ozubek 1
From a compilation of experimental data on _he mutagenic effects of heavy ions in
bacteria [2], [3] main conclusions have been drawn as follows:
The mutagenic efficacy of heavy ions in bacteria depends on physical and biological
variables. Physical variables are the radiation dose, energy and charge of the ion;
the biological variables are the bacterial strain, the repair genotype of bacteria,
and the endpoint investigated (type of mutation, induction of enzymes related to
mutagenesis).
The responses on dose or fluence are mainly linear or linear quadratic. The quadratic
component, if found for low LET radiation, is gradually reduced with increasing
LET.
At low values of Z and LET the cross section of mutation induction am (as well as
SOS response, asos, and A phage induction, ax) versus LET c':rves can be quite
consistently described by a common function which increases u: r_oapproximately
100 keV/_m. For higher LET values, the am versus LET curves ._ttow the so-called
"hooks" observed also for other endpoints [1].
For light ions (Z _< 4), the cross sections mostly decrease with increasing ion energy,
which is probably related to the decrease of the specific energy departed by the
ion inside the sensitive volume (cell). For ions in the range of Z=IO, a,, is nearly
independent on the ion energy. For heavier ions (Z _> 16), a,n increases with the
energy up to a maximum or saturation around 10 MeV/u. The increment becomes
steeper with increasing atomic number of the ion. It correlates with the increasing
track radius of the heavy ion.
The mutagenic efficiency per lethal event changes slightly with ion energy, if Z is
small indicating a rough correlation between cellular lethality and mutation induc-
tion, only. For ions of higher Z this relation increases with energy, indicating a
change in the "mode" of radiation action from "hilling-prone" to "mutation-prone'.
Repair genotype substantially influences the radiation induced mutagenesis. Dif-
ferent mechanisms of mutation induction and/or different types of biologically sig-
nificant lesions in wild type cells compared to repair deficient strains are a likely
explanation.
The observed results suggest the following interpretation. For a bacterial cell, affected
by a heavy ion, the injury will be either "killing-prone" of "mutation-prone'. In the track
core of densely ionizing radiation, the cells will be inactivated with high probability and
mutations are unlikely to be produced. Mutations are most likely to be produced by _-
rays. Therefore, in the cross section of a track, one can imagine a "zone" between the
track core and the track edge where mutations are induced with high probability. This
"mutagenic belt" is restricted to an area where the density of the departed energy is low
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"mutagenic belt" as a interpretation of mutagenesis by heavy ions in bac-
enough in order not to kill the cells and high enough to produce mutations (Figure 1).
The "mutagenic belt" can be reduced if the density of departed energy is increased -from
one side - or decreased - from the other side. For light ions, the "mutagenic belt" includes
the track core owing to the low density of departed energy even in the track core which, in
this case, decreases with increasing energy. Hence, the mutagenic efficacy decreases with
increasing energy of light ions. For ions of high 7,, there is no "mutagenic belt" if the
energy is low owing to the very high concentration of energy in the track core and a very
short range of 6-electrons. Therefore, no mutations are induced by those ions of high Z it
low energies. Increasing energy leads to a growth in the "mutagenic belt" which should
be more pronounced the greater the Z of the ion. This "mutagenic belt" interpretations
demonstrates the important role of 6-electrons in heavy ion mutagenesis. A theoretical
approach for interpretation of this "mutagenic belt" phenomenon is in preparation.
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9 HEAVY ION INDUCED MUTATIONS IN
MAMMALIAN CELLS: CROSS SECTIONS AND
MOLECULAR ANALYSIS (STATUS REPORT)
N95- 32728
U. atoll, P. Schmidt, E. Schneider, J. Kiefer
Our investigations of heavy ion-induced mutations in mammalian cells, which had been
begun a few years ago, were systematically continued. For the first time, it was possible
to cover a large LET range with a few kinds of ions (Fig. 1). To do this, both UNILAC
and SIS were used to yield comparable data for a large energy range. This is a necessary
condition for a comprehensive description of the influence of such ion parameters as energy
and LET. In these experiments, the induced resistance against the poison 6-thioguanin
(6-TG), which is linked to the HPRT locus on the genome, is being used as mutation
system.
The cells used so far are V-79 Chinese Hamster cells, but recently considerable efforts
have been made to find a suitable human system. Preliminary experiments were performed
with the P3 cell line originally isolated from a teratocarcinoma of a woman mad the MGH-
U 1 cell line derived from a bladder carcinoma of a man. All data presented in this part of
the report were obtained with V-79. Table 1 lists the data collected so far.
The LET dependence of mutation induction is displayed in fig. 1 for a few selected ions.
The course of the curves for the various ions seems to be qualitatively similar; a systematic
relation, however, between the cross sections am and the LET does not seem to exist. Each
ion appears to have its own specific curve. This confirms earlier observations made with
other systems and end points, namely that the track structure of a specific type of ionising
radiation plays a very important role, and the LET can not serve as a unifying parameter.
On the basis of these mad future data, it is planned to develop a theoretical description of
the atomic mechanisms underlying the biological action of ionising radiation.
In addition to the mutation-induction cross-section measurements, the molecular
changes of the DNA are being investigated by means of Multiplex PCR ("Polymerase
Chain Reaction") gene amplification. From these experiments we expect further elucida-
tion of the mutation-inducing mechanisms composing the biological action of heavy-ion
radiation. First experiments have been performed at the Department of Clinical Genetics
at the University of Ulm (Prof. G. Speith), but by now this method is being used regularly
in our own laboratory as well. Contrary to what one might expect, first results suggest
that heavy-ion radiation does not only produce deletions of larger parts of the gene, but
also "point mutations" meaning that single bases are lost or altered. Even in this context,
track-structure parameters appear to play an important role. Heavy ions of relatively
low kinetic energy and correspondingly small penumbra radii seem to result mainly in
large deletions, as opposed to high-energy heavy ions, which yield a large portion of small,
localised alterations of the DNA.
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Table 1: Physical parameters and biologicalresultsfrom the various heavy ion exposures.
" :Data from Kranert et al.,(1990).
Iofl
O
Ne
Ar
Ca
Ti
Ni
Xe
Au
Pb
U
E/M at cell
surface
(Mev/u)
1.9
* 8.8
10.7
88
396.0
8.0
10.7
* 12.0
14.3
65
191
395
5.6 1611 19633
14.1 1088 11509
4.8
15.0
6.0
* 9.5
* 14.3
136
387
630
9.7 7126 72739
2.2
8.7
11.6
* 15.2
150
500
980
3.9
10.8
12.7
0.85
LET Z*2/# _ rp _,
(H_O)
(keV/um) (um) (um 2)
754 11455 0.18 71.2±4.7
276 3182 2.5 50±4
238 2663 3.5 49.5±2.7
46 387 125 4.3±0.2
18 126 1606 1.3±0.1
452 5293 2.11 45±4
366 4070 3.5 52±4
335 3666 4.2 42±3
294 3127 5.7 33±4
91 792 74 12.5±1
42 321 465 4.7±0.2
28 197 1599 2.1±0.2
1.15
5.5
2414 29779 0.89
1238 12997 6.15
3190 37205 1.3 61±6
2517 27580 2.8 65±2
1961 20535 5.7 87±5
407 3285 261 52±2
218 1565 1544 39±3
180 1225 3536 38.5±1
2.9 70
12895 193900 0.24 57±2
12568 126411 2.44 90±6
11948 116633 4.0
10800 102501 6.3 88±8
3090 23064 308 97±5
1630 11489 2387 68±3
1325 8829 7493 52±5
15817 195911 0.62 71±5
15220 139202 3.5 105±10
13468 129809 4.6 90±9
163 42
11.4±0.6
20.0±4.0
9.5 ±1.1
1.22±0.12
O. 17±0.01
21.3±3.0
15.7±5.0
15.0±5.5
7.7±2
2.7±0.5
I.I±0.I
1.0±0.i
O'r n/dr i
(10-5)
1.6±0.2
4.0± 0.8
1.91±0.2
2.88±0.4
1.3+0.2
4.75±1.1
3.03± I. 2
3.5 ±1.3
2.32±0.9
2.18±0.5
2.26±0.3
4.73±0.7
50±3.5
46±7 7.0±0.4 1.5±0.25
54±3 14.0±I.0 2.6+0.3
50±6 8.6±1.6 1.7±0.38
9.1±0.8
8.3±1.2
5.7±1.8
5.6±1.1
5.5±0.5
6.2±0.6
12.0±2.5
4.1±0.7
8.3±2.1
8.7±0.6
9.2±2.6
14.5±2.5
8.9±1.3
8.3±1.2
15.0±2.0
8.5±1.5
4.5±2.0
11.9
1.5±0.3
1.3±0.18
0.65±0.05
1.1±0.2
1.4±0.32
1.6±0.2
1.7±0.36
0.7±0.2
0.9±0.3
1.1±0.33
1.5±0.38
0.9±0.2
1.2±0.23
2.1±0.37
0.8±0.16
0.5±0.20
2.8
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Figure 1: Mutation induction cross sections plotted versus LET together with data from
Thacker et aL, (1979) (open circles) and 3 uranium experiments from Kranert et al.,
(1990).
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10 HEAVY ION ACTION ON SINGLE CELLS:
CELLULAR INACTIVATION CAPABILITY OF
SINGLE ACCELERATED HEAVY IONS
Kost M., Pross H.-D., RuBmann C., Schneider E. and Kiefer J.
Kraft G., Lenz G. and Becher W.
Introduction
Heavy ions (HZE-particles) constitute an important part of radiation in space. Although
their number is small the high amount of energy transferred by individual particles may
cause severe biological effects. Their investigation requires special techniques which were
tested by experiments performed at the UNILAC at the GSI (Darmstadt). Diploid yeast
was used which is a suitable eucaryotic test system because of its resistance to extreme
conditions like dryness and vacuum. Cells were placed on nuclear track detector foils
and exposed to ions of different atomic number and energy. To assess the action of one
single ion on an individual cell, track parameters and the respective colony forming abilities
(CFA) were determined with the help of computer aided image analysis. There is mounting
evidence that not only the amount of energy deposited along the particle path, commonly
given by the LET, is of importance but also the spatial problem of energy deposition at
a submicroscopical scale. It is virtually impossible to investigate track structure effects
in detail with whole cell populations and (globally applied) high particle fluences. It is.
therefore, necessary to detect the action of simple ions in individual cells. The results show
that the biological action depends on atomic number and specific energy of the impinging
ions, which can be compared with model calculations of recent track structure models.
Techniques and Methods
Diploid wildtype yeast cells, ,.¢accharornyces cerevisiae, are plated as monolayers with a cell
density of 3"106 / cm _, embedded in a thin layer of nonnutrient agarose gel completed by
D-Trehalose, on the surface of the detector foil. As track detectors 200/zm polycarbonate
"LEXAN" and 100 pm CN-foil were used. Their advantages are good mechanical rigidity
and easy handling. Irradiation was performed with about 106 particles/cm 2, the X-ray
dose used in combination experiments was 360 Gy. In order to simulate the effect of a
mixed radition field, as can be found in space in a rather complex composition, combined
irradiations with X-rays and Oxygen-ions and a-particles, respectively, were performed,
using the methods mentioned above. Preirradiation took place about 1 h before particle
irradiation, the resulting radial inactivation dependencies are shown in the figures 2 and
3 below. The method of analysis based on a computer-aided image analysis equipment, is
depicted in figure 1.
The biological samples, consisting of a track detector with a biological layer, were
irradiated, then an additional layer of nutrient agar was moved on the area of interest.
providing on the one hand a suitable growth substrate, on the other hand the quality
of microscopic images could be improved. Colony forming ability (CFA) was tested by
incubating under growth conditions for 6 hours, based on the assumption, that after a
lag time of about 2 hours, the ceils can divide two times to form a microcolony. Colonies
with at least four cells after the above mentioned time were accepted as survivors. Aftor
removal of the biological layer, track etching took place. Microscopical pictures of speciai]_
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Figure 1: The principle of the Experimental Method
marked areaswere taken by the computer-coupledVideo-camera at threestages:'Single
cells','colonies'and 'etch-pits'.The superpositionofthe threepictureson sreenprovided
informationon the CFA of specifiedsinglecellsas wellas on the impact parameter ofion
tracksin the vincinityofindividualcellswith an accuracyof about 0.5_m (seefigurei).
Results and Conclusions
Single ion experiments
The inactivation range of a-particles is much larger than the calculated penumbra-radii
and the inactivation probability of the a-particles (fig. 2) is lower compared to accelerated
oxygen ions (fig. 3). Even direct hits into the cell nucleus show an inactivation probability
of less than 100%. For the oxygen ions the calculated penumbra raziii are similar to the
experimental data.
Combination experiments with X-preirradiation
For both ion types it can be clearly seen that, except for small impact parameters, that
preirradiation with a-particles causes a significant expansion of the effect towards higher
impact parameters. This might be understood as an additional inactivation of sublethally
damaged cells in this area, whereas for small impact parameters, the large amounts of
energy transferred by the particle exert an overriding influence. In conclusion it can
be stated that these data can complete the hitherto existing results with respect to the
understanding of the biological effect of heavy ions on cellular systems.
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Figure 2: Normalized inactivated fraction of yeast cells for individual impact parameters
after irradiation with 1.13 MeV/u s-particles (diamonds) and additionally preirradiated
with 360 Gy 80 keV X-IL_ys (circles).
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Figure 3: Normalized inactivated fi'action of yeast cells for individual impact parameters
after irradiation with 11.4 MeV/u oxygen-ions (circles) and additional preirradiation with
360 Gy 80 keV X-Rays (squares).
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11 COSMIC HEAVY ION TRACKS IN MESOSCOPIC
BIOLOGICAL TEST OBJECTS-
N95- 32730
R. Facius
Since more than 20 years, when the National Academy of Siences and the National
Research Council of the USA released their report on "HZE particle effects in manned
spaced flight", it has been emphasized how difficult - if not even impossible - it is to assess
their radiobiological impact on man from conventional studies where biological test organ-
isms are stochastically exposed to 'large' fluences of heavy ions. An alternative, competing
approach had been realized in the BIOSTACK experiments, where the effects of single -
cosmic as well as accelerator - heavy ions on individual biological test organisms could be
investigated. Although presented from the beginning as the preferable approach for ter-
restrial investigations with accelerator heavy ions too ( "The BIOSTACK as an approach
to high LET radiation research." ) only recently this insight is gaining more widespread
recognition. It has been claimed, e.g., that radiation protection for the workforce in the
nuclear fuel cycle will rest on poorly understood grounds unless we can describe quanti-
tatively the effects a single -particle may engender in the one lung cell which usually is
irradiated. In part this delayed recognition may be due to the significantly more demand-
ing techniques and procedures necessary for a successful application of the 'single particle
effects' approach. This applies to the experimental techniques by which such data can
only be gathered as well as to the statistical analysis required for their proper evaluation.
Whether recognized or not, this approach is the only feasible technique for meaningful
investigations of the radiohiological effects of cosmic heavy ions. In space flight exper-
iments, additional constraints imposed by the infrastructure of the vehicle or satellite
further impede such investigations. Restrictions concern the physical detector systems
needed for the registration of the cosmic heavy ions' trajectories as well as the biological
systems eligible as test organisms. Test organisms must be able to endure immobilization
for the duration of the space mission and the substantial time intervals of preparation
and storage before and after the mission itself. Since the possibilities of 'life support' are
minimal, biological systems in a dormant state or phase of their life cycle are preferred test
objects. For investigations adressing the basic biophsysical mechanisms of track structure
and radial dose distributions, microscopic and rather radiation resistant test systems are
the preferred choice. For biological endpoints more pertinent to radiation protection, such
as e.g. chromosome aberrations or genetic 'late' effects, only more complex test organisms
are suited. In every instance the experimental techniques to establish the geometrical cor-
relation between the ions' trajectories and the 'sensitive' parts of the chosen test organisms
have to be adapted to their size, shape and structure.
Such optimized procedures and techniques were developed for the investigations on
chromosome aberrations induced by cosmic heavy ions in cells of the stem meristem of
lettuce seeds (Lactuca sativa) and for the investigation of the radiobiological response of
Wolffia arriza, which is the smallest flowering (water) plant. The biological effects were
studied by the coworkers of the Russian Institute of Biomedical Problems (IBMP) which in
cooperation with the European Space Agency ESA organized the exposure in the Biosatel-
lites of the Cosmos series. Since biological investigations and physical measurements of
particle tracks had to be performed in laboratories widely seperated, the preferred fixed
contact between biological test objects and the particle detectors until the geometrical
correlation between tracks and organisms has been established could not be maintained.
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Figure 1: Relation between cosmic ray particletrajectories,etch tracks in coordinate
systems ofindividualdetectors,and between the stack-and detector-systemsas displayed
by the positionsofgroovesin the detector-system.
This gave riseto haJr a dozen of coordinatesystems for differentmeasurements which
finallyhad to be relatedto a singlestackreferencesystem (Fig. 1).
For the firstBiosateUite8 missionthe positionand orientationof the seeds were de-
termined visuallyfrom magnified shadowgraphs of the stack layersbearing the seeds.
Classificationof seedsas hitor non hitby heavy cosmicionswas determined by an over-
lay of these shadowgraphs with a map of heavy ion trajectoriesreconstructedfor the
correspondinglayer(Fig.2).
For the next Biosatellite9 mission,the positionand orientationof the seeds was
determined from measurements in theseshadowgraphs and inadditionthe locationofthe
stem meristem was estimatedby the biologicalspecialistperforming thesemeasurements.
This allowed the distancebetween particletrajectoriesand the estimated centreof the
stem meristem - the impact parameter - to be estimated (Fig. 3). The quantitative
uncertaintythe particletrajectoriescould be reconstructedwith was much smallerthan
the extensionofthe meristem (Fig.4).
The Wolffiaarrhizaplantshad to be exposed inan environmentwhich at leastprovided
enough humidity tosurvivethe exposureduringthe Biosatellite10 mission.This humidit
in turn was a new factorto be accounted forin the trajectoryreconstructionsincerh,,
3_"
Figure2: Map of projecteaparticletransitsthrough a biologicalayeroverlainby its
contact photography. The cornersof the st_k-referencegrooves are marked by a (+)
as wellas the originof the detector-systemin the centreof the leftmostalignment hole.
Magnifiedinsetshows shadows ofseedsand enlargedpointsof intersectionof trajectories
with the positivesurfaceof the layer.
Figure3: Threedimensionaldrawingsof two seedspenetratedby 1 and 3 particlesrespec-
tively.Root and stem meristems axe appr. by spheresof 150 _m radiusat the position,
where they had been locatedin the shadowgraphs. Higherand lowerends of trajectories
are marked by (+) or (0),respectively.
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Figure 5: Woli_a arrhiza plants in their biologicalstack layer.
particle detectors significantly increased their size due to swell ng of the plastic material.
This time the position, orientation and size of the plants had to be determined immediately
in the biological stack layers, where they had been fixed by small pieces of artificial sponge
(Fig. 5). Despite the uncertainty added by the swelling the impact parameter to the
budding zone of the plants could be determined with nearly the same precision.
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12 X-RAY-PROVOKED NON-MENDELIAN
TRANSGENERATIONAL ONCODETERMINANTS
A. Anders, C. Fleming, H. Schneider H. GrSger, E. Schneider, J.
Kiefer, F. Anders
Introduction
Cancer is the most important risk of radiation exposure. There is a definite lack of suitable
test systems, human epidemiological data are only available for certain radiation types,
especially not for charged particles. We use the Xiphophorus model [1] which is genetically
well characterised. As a prelude to experiments with heavy ions we report here on results
obtained with x-rays to establish the necessary baseline for future studies. Apart from
this direct aim we hope to obtain also a better insight in the genetical determination of
cancer formation.
The normal xiphophorine pigment cell pattern, i.e. the cellular basis on which
melanoma develops, is determined by developmental genes (oncogenes) that are conducted
by x-erbB *a, a xiphophorine homolog of the erythroblastosis virus erbB oncogene (Zechel
et al., 1988; F. Anders, 1991; [5],[2]). The oncogenes are negatively controlled by directly
acting suppressor genes and positively controlled by indirectly acting oncostatic genes
(F. Anders et al., 1985 [3]). Xiphophorine.melanoma, like neoplasia in general, develops-
mainly following loss, impairment or malfunction of the controllers, and is boosted by
endogenous or exogenous tumorpromoters (A. Anders et al., 1991 [1]). The oncodeter-
minants, in reality normogenetic developmental genes and their controllers, are inherited
according to Mendelian rules (F. Anders and Zechel, 1993 [4]).
We are studying a so far unkown oncodeterminant which, following a single treatment
of embryos or eggs with X-rays, generates a non-Mendelian transmission of melanoma and
an accelerating increase of its incidence through the succeeding generations.
The results obtained although interesting have to be considered as preliminary. They
will be supplemented by investigating lower doses and in the case of pregnant fish different
stages of embryogenesis.
Materials an methods
Platyfish (Xiphophorus maculatus) exhibiting black spots on the body side (Sp) or a black
spot at the dorsal fin (Sd), or stripes on the side of the body (St) were used. Mature fish
were irradiated in a metal basin filled 2 cm with water. It was placed 80 cm from the
focus of a RSntgen MiiUer apparatus MG 150. X-rays were emitted at a dose rate of 0.22
Gy/min, 150 kV, 12 mA and filtered through 0.2 mm Cu and 0.5 mm A1. Germ cells were
irradiated in the parental individuals, embryos in pregnant females. For young and small
fish which require a more gentle treatment we replaced the metal basin by cell culture
flasks. The fish were silenced by cooling to 12 °C and - after the treatment - waken up bv
warming. Whole- body x-ray doses in the range of 1-15 Gy were used which did not cause
significant lethality. Only surviving animals were included in scoring.
Results
Insensitivity of purebred adult platyfish to provocation of melanoma.
Whole body X-irradiation with 1 to 20 Gy which has been performed with several rh_l-
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sandsof purebredadults for differentpurposes, has no detectable effect on the number
of melanophores, as well as on spots and stripes that, in principle, may grow out to
melanoma. This observation contributes to our so far indisputable findings that, based
upon Mendelian genes, natural selection in the wild populations is directed against neopla-
sia and makes the animals largely insusceptible to neoplasia, i.e insentitive to carcinogens.
Sensitivity of germ line cells and embryos of purebreds to provocation of
outgrowth of spots to benign melanoma in the development to adults.
Males, and females bearing eggs and embryos in their belly were treated with a single X-
irradiation of 9 or 15 Gy, respectively. While this treatment does not impair the health
of the parents and the offspring, and has no effect on the spot and stripe patterns of the
parental adults, it causes - irrespective of whether eggs, embryos or both were hit - a
uniform increase in the number of the spots and an enlargement of the spots to confluent
and thickened areas in the developing generation. No such enlargement was observed in
the stripes. A clear dose-effect relationship could not yet be established.
The enlarged spot areas resemble those of the wellknown benign melanomas which
develop "spontaneously" in the platyfish-swordtai] F1 hybrids and in those BC segre-
gants, that harbor the oncostatic differentiation gene Diff. The genetic basis of the X-
ray-provoked benign melanoma of the purebreds, however, is not identical to that of the
hybridization provoked spontaneously developing benign melanoma: Matings between be-
nign melanoma bearing F1 hybrids produce offspring exhibiting tumor expression from
zero to extreme malignant whole-body melanoma. This result suggests a Mendelian in-
heritance of oncodeterminants. In contrast, the result of matmgs between the benign
melanoma bearing purebreds grown up from irradiated germ line cells and embryos fol-
lows mechanisms other than Mendelian laws:
The nontreated adult offspring of the animals which had been treated as embryos
or eggs in the belly of their grandmothers (9 or 15 Gy) exhibit benign melanomas like
their directly treated (as embryos and eggs) parental generation. This enhancement of
the tumorous phenotype remained unchanged without any further treatment through 45
inbred generations of two dosed stocks. Since this increase takes place in all fish developing
from the irradiated embryos and germ cells as well as in the descending generations, we
conclude that both somatic and germ cells are hereditarily altered in the same direction
•by a so far unknown mechanism.
In order to examine more closely the genetics of the X-ray-provoked increase of phe-
notypic expression of the spots to benign melanoma, three types of crossing procedures
were accomplished between nonirradiated platyfish carrying chromosomes that had been
either irradiated or non-irradiated in the ancestry (Table 1; a,b,c):
a). Nonirradiated xSP-x sp females bred from purebred ancestors which were irradiated
as embryos and, therefore, exhibit spot outgrowths to benign melanoma (the irradiated
chromosomes are symbolized by conture letters in the table) were crossed with nonirra-
diated X sp Ymales bred from nonirradiated normal spotted purebreds (the nonirradiated
chromosomes are symbolized by normal letters). Double reciprocal crosses with respect
to sex and to the irradiated and nonirra_liated ancestry were also made. These crosses
resulted in similar increase of Sp expression irrespective of whether the descendants carry
the irradiated or the non-irradiated X sp chromosome.
b). To distinguish the effects of irradiated and nonirradiated autosomes and X- and Y-
chromosomes individually, nonirradiated females of Sp stocks bred from fish which were
irradiated as embryos in the ancestry were crossed with nonirradiated males of Sd stocks
bred from nonirradiated fish. Triple reciprocal crosses with respect to sex and the Siwand
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Figure 1:Increase of tumor expression from spots to melanoma in descendents
of crosses of nonirradiated animals carrying irradiated (9 or 15 Gy; contured
symbols) and/or nonirradiated chromosomes (normal Symbols). 5 experimen-
tal sets each. (A, autosomes;X, Y, sexchromosomes; Sp, spottedbody side;Sd, spotted
dorsalfin)
Genotypes of
ancestral generations
No. of Tumor expression
descendents in the descendents
a. AA _;_ _5'_ x AA XSP Y several thousands all animals exhibit
AA xSP XSP x _/_ __# y in 35 generations increased Sp
hA _-'_P XS_* x AA XSd Y 44
AA X5d X Sd x AA XSP Y 43
AA XSP XSP x AA x_d V 124
AA X5d XSd x AA X-_P Y 93
b°
all animals exhibit increased
Spand Sd (n =304)
Co AA XSP XSP x AA XSP Y 91 normal to less increased
AA XSP XSP x AA X,c#P Y 54 normal to increased
hA ,_-_P XSP x ,e_A _._P y 32 increased
Sd- chromosome from irradiatedand nonirradiatedstockswere made. All ofthesecrosses
reve_ an increasedexpressionfrom spots to benign melanoma in both irradiatedand
nonirradiatedSp and Sd-phenotype inthe male and femaleoffspring(n= 304) tothe same
extent as observed in those parentshaving the complete setof irradiatedchromosomes.
Individualsinheritingboth Sp and Sd phenotypes show outgrowths to benignmelanoma in
both. The resultsindicatefirstlythatthe increaseofSp and Sd expressioninthe offspring
isneitherdependent on a specificmutation ofthecriticalx-erbB°=oncogene nor due toany
othergeneticchange restrictedto the irradiatedXSp or XSd chromosome, secondly,that
thisgeneticalterationcannotinvolvemutationsofcytoplasmicconstituentscontributedin
differentquantitiesby ovum and sperm because theincreaseofphenotypicexpressionfrom
spots to melanomas isindependent of the sex of the parent contributingthe irradiated
chromosomes to the offspring,and thirdly,that halfof the diploidchromosome set that
isirradiatedisas effectivein the offspringas the entireirradiatedchromosome set inthe
parents. The latterobservationsuggestsa matching of the effectin the offspringup to
thatof the parents.
c).To testthe distributionofthe determinantsofthe increasedSp- and Sd-expression
in the genome more closely,males and femaleshaving halfof theirchromosomes anches-
traJJyirradiated,were crossedwith fishhavingnone of,halfof,or the complete setofchro-
mosomes irradiated.The resultindicatesthat the variationof the phenotypic elevation
of the spots to melanomas correspondsto the variationof the mode number ofirradiated
chromosomes in the offspring.This variationpointsto a largenumber of oncodetermi-
nants that are widely distributedin the chromosomes. Nonchromosomal determinants
cannot be involvedin the increaseofspot expressionto melanoma becauseone would z_ot
assume that these are transmitted to the offspring in proportions similar to those of ri=o
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chromosomes.
The questionariseswhether the chromosomes treatedin the ancestryof the platyfish
carryingthe benign melanoma outgrowth willintensifythe wellknown ordinary benign
and malignantmelanoma that appearsinthe platyfi.__'swordtailhybrids"spontaneously"
(seeF. Anders, 91).Therefore,nonirradiatedplaty_ ofthe Sp and Sd stocksbred from
fishirradiatedas embryos 10 generationsearlier,were crossedand backcrossedwith nonir-
radiatedswordta£1sbred from nonirradiatedancestors.Four setsofexperimentsproduced
benign melanoma bearingFI- and BC-hybrids (with Diff)and malignant melanoma bear-
ing BC-hybrids (without Diff),and allof them (n=155) revealedan earlieronset and a
boost oftumor severityascompared to the standard displayedby the ordinaryMendelian
tumor determinantsofthe oncogene-suppressorgenemachinery.
Tumourigenesis in hybrid fish: the "I-model"
The genotypes used so fax are highly suitable for the detection of the transgenerational
uniform augmentation of Mendellan-based melanoma development by the non-Mendelian
oncodeterminants at the individual level; however, they are inadequate for the detection of
Mendelian-independent tumor frequencies at the populational level that could mimic the
mysterious increase of melanoma frequency in human populations. To study the putative
influence of the transgenerational oncodeterminants at the populational level we developed
a hybrid fish model in which all individuals are equally strong protected from melanoma by
a particular critical suppressor gene which is closely linked to the x-erbB °a oncogene. Both
x-erbB =a and the linked suppressor are the only platyfish-speciflc oncodeterminants in the
swortail genome. The insensitivity to hybridization-conditioned Mendelian melanoma and
the sensitivity to X-ray-induced melanoma in the model appear as different developmental
processes. Insensitivity to hybridization of the Sr phenotype remains unchanged in the
model, its insensitivity to X-rays, however, changes to sensitivity, and neoplasia can be
provoked by mutations of the only Mendelian controller that is retained in the model.
Because initiation is required for melanoma in this model we called it "I-Model". All
individuals of the I-Model are equally endowed with the capacity to develop melanoma.
The non-Mendelian transgenerational oncodeterminants which appear to be selfish are
expected to turn the balance from non-tumorous to tumorous fish in a given experimental
population (Table 2; a,b,c):
Thousands of fish of the I-Model have been brec Generally they remain lifelong
tumorfree. However, if the adults of the I-model were _reated with X-rays (10 Gy/3 x
45 rain, 6 intervals), 19% of the survivors (390/2010) developed malignant melanoma
after 8 to 10 months. The sharply circumscribed shape of the melanomas suggests their
somatic mutation-conditioned unicellular origin. We are planning to use this model in
future studies both with x-rays and heavy ions.
We compaired also two successive siblings of one pair of parents each. The one siblings
were born before, and the others after their mother was treated with X-rays. Melanoma
formation of the treated animals starts developing early in embryonic life and may end
lethally as wholebody melanoma at the time of birth. They are of unicellular origin like
the irradiation-provoked melanomas in the adults although they look, due to their early
appearence, large-faced like the common Mendelian ones that actually are of multicellular
origin. An average 33 % of the adults treated as embryos develop severe melanoma. No
Mendelian background of melanoma incidence was observed. Non-tumorous adults showed
no signs of being cryptically affected by the ":eatment as embryos.
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Figure 2: Increasing X ray.initiated melanoma incidence running through the
generations of the I-model as compared to the lack of increase in the promoter-
promoted P-model (counted in adults of age 8-10 months).
Treatment of Melanoma in Adults
Initiation in the % Promotion ill the %
l-Model P-Model
a. Adults 390/2010 19 832/974 §
(589/3348) # (18)#
after 8- I0 months; after 8- I0 weeks;
in tile adults only
b. Embryos 234/703 33 0/218 § 0
starting ill the embryos
c. Embryos in
the 17th
ancestral
generation
59111131
starting spontaneously
in the embryos of the
descendent generations
52 0/567 § 0
85
# Total of data Ior treatment with X-rays, MNU, ENU, IQ; § Total of data for
treatment with Methyltestosterone, Trenbolone, Stanozolol. Tamoxifen.
Non-tumorous mates of siblings treated as embryos were inbred in closed stocks. Tu-
morous offspring resembling those of the irradiated anchestry in shape and percentage
occurred without any further treatment. As these tumorous fish occurred in the closed
stock laboratory populations, they were excluded from their possible contributions to the
succeeding generations. Selective decrease of tumor incidence which was to be expected
was not observed. Instead, melanoma incidence increased in the populations of the closed
stocks. Since the beginning of the irradiation/selection experiment 8 years ago we estimate
an average run of 17 generations through the populations of the closed stocks of the I-
Model. When the fish reach an age of about 20 months, they become more melanomatous.
and additional sarcomas and carcinomas develop. At present the number of generations
bred in the closed populations is estimated to 22, and no further change was observed.
It appears that a balance between increase of tumor incidence and rate of tumor deaths
stopped the endogenous populational dynamics, as if the phenomenon were epidemic.
In parallel to the phenomenological investigations studies at the molecular level are in
preparation.
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GERMAN EXPERIMENTS FOR EUROMIR "94 MISSION
- Status July 1994 -
Principa ! Investigator Experiment Title
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
Kirsch (U Berlin)
Gunga (U Berlin)
Fluid Shifts into and out of Superficial
Tissues and Tissue Stability along Body
Axis under Micro-g Conditions in Man
Effects of Changes in Central Venous
Pressure on the Erythropoietic System
under l-g and Micro-g Conditions
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
Scherer (U Berlin) Adaptation of Basic Vestibulo-Oculomotor
Mechanisms to Altered Gravity Conditions
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
Zange (DLR) Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy, Imaging
of Human Muscles, and Muscle Biopsy
before and after Space Flight
ENDOCRINOLOGY and METABOLISM
Drummer (DLR) Fluid and Electrolyte Balance during
Weightlessness and Possibilities of their
Regulation
Riepl (U _nchen) Gastroenteropancreatic Peptides during
Zero Gravity and their Possible
Involvement in Space Motion Sickness
Strasburger (U MHnchen) Non-Invasive Stress-Monitoring in Space
Flight by Hormone Measurement in Saliva
GERMAN EXPERIMENTS FOR EUROMIR '94 (contd.)
- Status July 1994 -
Principal Investigator Experiment Title
OPERATIONAL MEDICINE
Gundel (DLR)
Mittelstaedt (MPI
Seewiesen)
Circadian Rhythms and Sleep during a
30-Day Space Mission
Spatial Orientation and Space Sickness
RADIATION BIOLOGY
Reitz (DLR)
Obe (U Essen)
Radiation Health during Prolonged Space
Flight
Chromosomal Aberrations in Peripheral
Lymphocytes of Astronauts
GERMAN EXPERIMENTS FOR EUROMIR '95 MISSION
- Status July 1994 -
Principal Investigator Experiment Title
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
Dietrich (U MHnchen)
Markham/Scherer
(USA/U Berlin)
Differential Effects of Otolith Input on
Ocular Lateropulsion, Cyclorotation,
Perceived Visual Vertical, Straight Ahead
and Tonic Neck Reflexes in Man
Correlation of Eye Torsion Changes with
the Time Course of the Space Adaptation
Syndrome
ENDOCRINOLOY AND METABOLISM
Drummer (DLR) Non-invasive Monitoring of Drug Metabolism
and Drug Effect During Prolonged
Weigthlessness
MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM
Zange (DLR) MR Spectroscopy and Imaging of Human
Muscles and Bones Before and After Space
Flights
RADIATION BIOLOGY
Reitz (DLR)
i
0be (U Essen)
Radiation Health during Prolonged
Spaceflight
Chromosomal Aberrations in Peripheral
Lymphocytes of Astronautes
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Concept of. MEDEX
Human Physiological Data Acquisition and Diagnosis System
MIR
CENTRAL DATA
DATA INTER-
UNIT FACE
IR-MODULE
POWER
INTER-
FACE
SUPP
UNIT
Measurement modules
_
Commun.-
IMPEDANCI
MODULE EEG
Accumul,
Stimulation devices
Ergometer
available
unde'developmen=
CARDIOLAB Configuration
Physiological
Parameter
blood pressure
respiratory rate
temperature
ECG
EEG
arterial resistance
venous compliance
muscle tonicity
fluid distribution by
body impedance
fluid distribution by
tomography
microcirculation
blood/urine analysis
stimulation devices
data acquisition
PHYSlOLAB
component
Portapress
Holter
Portable Doppler
Plethysmogr.
Reflexometer
(CNES stud_;)
(CNES)
(CNES)
MEDEX
component
Basic Module
Basic Module
Basic Module
EEG Module:
Imp. Module (BIM)
Imp. Module (EIT)
NIR Module
°t
(DARA)
(DARA)
MEDEX - Schedule
Laboratory Model I
Laboratory Model I
Laboratory Model I
Laboratory Model II
Laboratory Model I
Lab. Model I
Central Unit with
Data Interface
Supply Unit
Mobile Terminal
Basic Module
Impedance Module
EEG Module
Delivery and functi-
onal test
Delivery to ZPK,
Moscow
CNES/DARA Experimenter
/Coordination Meeting
for Pre-postfiight
Studies at ZPK
Verification phase at
ZPK
Manufacturing
Pre- and posfflight
investigations at ZPK
18. Oct. 1994
24. O_.1994
24./25. Nov. 1994
Nov. - Dec. 1994
15. Oct. 1994
- 31. Jan. 1994
6 Missions/Equipages
i.e. 12 Cosmonauts
Lab. Model II
Central Unit with
Data Interface
Supply Unit
Mobile Terminal
Basic Module
Impedance Module
EEG Module
NIR Module
LBNP Control
Leg Ergometer
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